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ABSTRACT

A theoretical and experimental investigation was conducted to determine a method for predicting the starting pressure ratio for a zero-secondary-flow ejector system having a second-throat diffuser. The effects of second-throat contraction, location, and length on the ejector starting characteristics were investigated, and a method for predicting second-throat diffuser performance was developed using one-dimensional conservation equations. A comparison of both hot and cold flow data with the developed theory is presented. Good agreement between experiment and theory is obtained for both long and short second-throat diffusers. For example, the short second-throat theory deviated from the short second-throat experimental data by a maximum of 10.2 percent with an average deviation of 3.3 percent.
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NOMENCLATURE

A  Area
C_f  Friction coefficient
D  Diameter
F  Force or impulse function
f  Friction force
I  Impingement
L  Length
M  Mach number
\dot{m}  Mass flow
p  Static pressure
p_t  Total pressure
q  Dynamic pressure
R  Gas constant
r  Radius from diffuser centerline
T_t  Total temperature
x  Axial distance
\gamma  Ratio of specific heats
\theta  Angle

SUBSCRIPTS

1, 2, 3  Axial stations
c  Ejector cell
cal  Calculated
d  Duct
ex  Exhaust (same as station 3)
exp  Experimental
i  Impingement section
m  Ramp mid-area
n     Nozzle
ne    Nozzle exit
oper  Operate
opt   Optimum
R     Ramp section
s     Separated
sp    Spherical
st    Second throat
t     Total
w     Wall
x     Axial direction

SUPERSCRIPT

*     Nozzle throat
1.0 INTRODUCTION

The investigation of second-throat, ejector-diffuser (STED) systems reported in Ref. 1 showed that the diffuser pressure recovery of an ejector-diffuser system can be greatly increased when a second throat is employed. Application of this increase is of considerable interest in the design of ejector-diffuser systems for rocket test facilities where the ever increasing requirement for facilities to simulate higher altitude conditions is limited by the available cylindrical diffuser pressure recovery. It was also noted (Ref. 2) that a STED system would start at a second-throat contraction considerably greater than that allowed by the wind tunnel normal shock limitation.

Existing methods for sizing a second-throat diffuser have been limited to using an empirical limiting contraction curve developed in Ref. 2 by NASA. Also, available methods stated in Ref. 1 for calculating the starting pressure ratio for STED systems are as much as 50 percent in error. Since a rigorous analysis of the axisymmetric flow conditions within the diffuser is very difficult, a simple method has been developed for calculating second-throat diffuser performance. In addition, an experimental investigation of second-throat performance was made at the Rocket Test Facility (RTF), Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC), Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), during the period from January 7 to May 3, 1963, to obtain further information on the operation of second-throat diffusers to aid in the analysis of second-throat operation.

2.0 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

A contracting diffuser section is the primary method which is used to reduce the overall pressure ratio required to operate a supersonic wind tunnel. This same principle may be applied to the rocket exhaust ejector-diffuser to increase the maximum exhaust pressure at which the ejector-diffuser may be started and operated. Before discussing the operation of STED systems, it is necessary to define a few terms which will be used throughout the report.

1. MINIMUM CELL PRESSURE is the cell pressure obtained from a given zero-secondary-flow, ejector-diffuser configuration when the cell pressure becomes independent of exhaust pressure (Fig. 1).

Manuscript received November 1963.
2. EJECTOR STARTED is the condition that exists when the exhaust gases from the nozzle of a STED system pump a cell pressure approximately equal (± 10 percent) to the minimum cell pressure obtainable for a similar cylindrical diffuser.

3. SECOND-THROAT STARTED is defined as being the condition that exists when the Mach number at the entrance to the minimum area is greater than one and the cell pressure pumped by the nozzle exhaust gases is independent of the exhaust pressure. (Cell pressure may or may not be equal to minimum cylindrical cell pressure.) This condition corresponds to the wind tunnel normal-shock-swallowed condition.

4. SHORT SECOND THROAT is one in which the Mach number entering the minimum area is approximately equal to the Mach number leaving the minimum area during normal operation (usually \((L/D)_{st} < 1\)).

5. LONG SECOND THROAT is defined as one which is long enough to allow approximately normal shock recovery from the Mach number entering the minimum area through a system of oblique shocks \((L/D)_{st} \geq 5\).

2.1 SHORT SECOND-THROAT THEORY

For short second-throat diffusers, the maximum exhaust pressure at which the ejector may be started and operated can be determined by a straightforward application of the conservation equations between stations one and three.
The following assumptions are made to simplify the solution of the conservation equations:

1. Flow is steady,
2. Gas is perfect,
3. Flow is adiabatic,
4. Flow is one dimensional at stations two and three,
5. Gas velocity in the cell region and the separated region aft of the second throat is zero,
6. The gas fills the diffuser at station three,
7. Friction losses in the minimum area are negligible, and
8. The static pressure at station three equals the exhaust pressure \( p_{ex} \).

The above assumptions are used in the following force balance made between stations one and two.

\[
F_{nx} + p_c \pi (r_d^2 - r_{ne}^2) - f_d - f_R - \int_{r_{st}}^{r_d} p_R \frac{dr}{\sin \theta} \pi 2r \frac{dr}{\sin \theta} = p_2 \pi r_{st}^2 (1 + \gamma M_2^2) \tag{1}
\]

The left hand side of this equation can be evaluated in several ways with varying degrees of accuracy. Although empirical methods are suggested for estimating these quantities in section 4.0, it is significant to note that the axial nozzle thrust \( F_{nx} \) and the pressure area integral on the second-throat ramp contribute the most to the magnitude of the terms on the left hand side of Eq. (1).

From continuity and energy considerations and using the previously stated assumptions, the following equation may be written:

\[
\dot{m} \sqrt{R T_i} = p_2 \pi r_{st}^2 M_2 \sqrt{\gamma \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M_2^2 \right)} \tag{2}
\]

Dividing Eq. (1) by Eq. (2), gives

\[
\frac{F_{nx} + p_c \pi (r_d^2 - r_{ne}^2) - f_d - f_R - 2 \pi \int_{r_{st}}^{r_d} p_R r \, dr}{\dot{m} \sqrt{R T_i}} = \frac{1 + \gamma M_2^2}{M_2 \sqrt{\gamma \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M_2^2 \right)}} \tag{3}
\]

or

\[
\frac{\sum_i^2 F}{\dot{m} \sqrt{R T_i}} = \frac{1 + \gamma M_2^2}{M_2 \sqrt{\gamma \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M_2^2 \right)}} \tag{3a}
\]
If the left hand side of Eq. (3) can be calculated (see section 4.0), then for a given ratio of specific heats, $\gamma$, there exist two values of Mach number that satisfy the equation. Figures 2a and b present the graphical solution for these two Mach numbers for various values of gamma. Shapiro points out in Ref. 3 that the Mach number in the minimum area of a wind tunnel second throat must be supersonic when the tunnel is started (second throat started). Therefore, from this and experimental verification, the supersonic solution is found to be the correct value of $M_2$ for the ejector second-throat started condition. The value of $M_2$ obtained from Fig. 2b is used in Eq. (2) to calculate the static pressure in the second throat at station two ($P_2$). The maximum value of the pressure, $P_s$, that can exist in the separated region without unstarting the second throat by separating the flow in the minimum area may be determined from turbulent boundary-layer-free, shock-separation theory. Reference 4 suggests a relatively simple method for obtaining the relation between the separation static pressure rise, $P_s/P_2$, and the Mach number, $M_2$. When the value of $P_s$ is known, the overall force balance can be made between stations one and three.

$\frac{\sum F}{\dot{m}} + \frac{P_s \pi (r_{ex}^2 - r_{s1}^2)}{\sqrt{R T_1}} = \frac{1 + \gamma M_3^2}{M_3 \sqrt{\gamma \left(1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M_3^2\right)}} \quad (4)$

or

$\frac{\sum F}{\dot{m}} = \frac{1 + \gamma M_3^2}{M_3 \sqrt{\gamma \left(1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M_3^2\right)}} \quad (4a)$

The value of $M_3$ in Eq. (4a) can then be determined by using the subsonic graphical solution (Fig. 2a). At station three, the subsonic solution is the solution of physical significance since: (1) the Mach number must decrease in the unfavorable (increasing) pressure gradient between stations two and three and (2) it allows the exhaust pressure to be a maximum. The maximum value of exhaust pressure, $P_{ex}$, at which the short second-throat ejector-diffuser may be started and operated can now be calculated by using the continuity equation.

Continuity Eqn. $P_{ex} = \frac{\dot{m} \sqrt{R T_1}}{A_3 M_3 \sqrt{\gamma \left(1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M_3^2\right)}} \quad (5)$

If the STED system is exhausting into a large volume or to atmosphere at station two, the value of the separation pressure, $P_s$, is the maximum exhaust pressure at which the second throat will start and operate.
2.2 LONG SECOND-THROAT THEORY

The maximum exhaust pressure at which the long second-throat diffuser will start and operate may also be determined by using the conservation equations.

To simplify the solution of the conservation equations the following assumptions are made:

1. Flow is steady,
2. Gas is perfect,
3. Flow is adiabatic,
4. Flow is one dimensional at stations two and three,
5. Gas velocity in cell region is zero,
6. Friction losses in the minimum area may be estimated by assuming a linear Mach number distribution from station two to station three and a constant friction coefficient, and
7. The static pressure at station three equals the exhaust pressure, $p_{ex}$.

The force balance between stations one and two of the long second throat is identical to the force balance between stations one and two of the short second throat. Based on this and the above assumptions, the
overall conservation equations between stations one and three may be written:

\[
\frac{\Sigma_1^2 F - \int \frac{d f_{st}}{\dot{m}/\sqrt{R T_t}}} = \frac{\dot{m}}{\sqrt{R T_t}} \left( 1 + \gamma M_1^2 \right) \quad \text{(6)}
\]

From Ref. 3,

\[
d f_{st} = \frac{C_f P_{st}}{P_{st}} \frac{A_{st}}{r_{st}} \gamma M_{st}^2 \text{d}x
\quad \text{(7)}
\]

and

\[
\dot{m} \sqrt{R T_t} = P_{st} A_{st} M_{st} \sqrt{\gamma \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M_{st}^2 \right)}
\quad \text{(8)}
\]

Equations (6), (7), and (8) are combined to give

\[
\frac{\Sigma_1^2 F}{\dot{m} \sqrt{R T_t}} = \int_0^{L_{st}} \frac{C_f \gamma M_{st}}{r_{st} \sqrt{\gamma \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M_{st}^2 \right)}} \text{d}x + \frac{1 + \gamma M_2^2}{M_3 \sqrt{\gamma \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M_3^2 \right)}}
\quad \text{(9)}
\]

The assumed linear Mach number distribution from stations two to three is

\[
M_{st} = -\frac{x}{L_{st}} (M_3 - M_2) + M_2
\quad \text{(10)}
\]

therefore,

\[
d M_{st} = \left( \frac{M_3 - M_2}{L_{st}} \right) \text{d}x
\quad \text{(11)}
\]

Equation (9) may be rewritten by using Eqs. (10) and (11):

\[
\frac{\Sigma_1^2 F}{\dot{m} \sqrt{R T_t}} = \frac{C_f \sqrt{\gamma}}{\sqrt{\frac{\gamma - 1}{2}}} \left( \frac{L_{st}}{D_{st}} \right) \int_{M_2}^{M_3} \frac{M_{st}}{\sqrt{\frac{2}{\gamma - 1} + M_{st}^2}} \text{d}M_{st}
\quad + \frac{1 + \gamma M_2^2}{M_3 \sqrt{\gamma \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M_3^2 \right)}}
\quad \text{(12)}
\]
The integral in Eq. (12) is evaluated; thus

\[
\frac{\Sigma_1^2 F}{m \sqrt{R T_1}} = \sqrt{\frac{2 \gamma}{\gamma - 1}} \frac{C_f}{(M_3 - M_2)} \left[ \sqrt{\frac{2}{\gamma - 1} + M_3^2} - \sqrt{\frac{2}{\gamma - 1} + M_2^2} \right] + \frac{1 + \gamma M_3^2}{M_3 \sqrt{\gamma \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M_3^2 \right)}}
\]

(13)

The value of \( M_3 \) may then be determined from Eq. (13) by using Eq. (3) or Fig. 2b to find the value of the supersonic Mach number \( M_2 \). A graphical solution for \( M_3 \) is presented in Fig. 2a for \( \gamma = 1.4 \) (\( L/D \) st = 8 and \( C_f = 0.008 \)). The maximum value of exhaust pressure, \( p_{ex} \), at which the long second throat will start and operate may then be found from the continuity equation, Eq. (5).

Equation (13) and Fig. 2b may also be used to calculate the exit Mach number of a cylindrical ejector diffuser (no second throat). For this case, the force summation consists of only the axial nozzle thrust, \( F_{nex} \), plus the cell pressure area term, \( p_c(A_d - A_{ne}) \).

2.3 STARTING LIMITATIONS

The starting characteristics of a STED system may be divided into second-throat starting and ejector starting. The starting of a second throat is similar to a wind tunnel normal shock swallowing process by which supersonic flow is established in the second throat. The ejector starting occurs after the second throat is started and is the process whereby the free-jet boundary expands and pumps a minimum cell pressure. The limitations of this process are similar to those of a variable area wind tunnel second throat. References 1 and 2 present data which indicate that the wind tunnel normal shock starting limitation is not valid for the ejector second-throat starting based on the fixed geometric contraction \( (A_{st}/A_d) \). This is demonstrated by Fig. 3 in which the wind tunnel normal shock starting limit is compared with an experimentally determined limiting contraction ratio curve (Ref. 2) for STED's. This apparent contradiction can be explained by the fact that for an ejector system, the cell pressure will automatically adjust the flow field so that the normal shock limit is not violated during second-throat starting.

The wind tunnel normal shock starting limit (Ref. 5) is based on the hypothesis that the second throat accepts the mass flow from the primary
throat with a maximum total pressure loss to the gas. These two considerations are expressed in the normal shock limiting equation:

\[
\frac{A^*}{A_{st}} = \frac{P_{t2}}{P_{t1}}
\]

where the total pressure ratio is the normal shock value at the maximum flow field Mach number.

The automatic adjustment concept may be demonstrated by considering what happens during starting of a STED if the normal shock limit is violated. If the wind tunnel normal shock limit is violated, more mass will be added to the system (to the cell) by the primary nozzle than is being allowed to pass through the second throat. This will result in an increase in cell pressure which will cause the maximum Mach number and area of the flow field to decrease. An oblique shock system is then set up in the flow field, and, if the nozzle is sufficiently close to the second throat, normal shock losses are no longer experienced. The second throat may then accept the mass flow from the nozzle and become started (shock swallowed).

After the second throat starts, the increase in the mass being pumped out of the cell causes a decrease in cell pressure with a corresponding increase in the maximum Mach number and effective second-throat area ratio. This action corresponds to that of a variable area wind tunnel wherein the second-throat contraction can be increased once the shock is swallowed. Cell pressure will continue to decrease until (1) the minimum force to mass flow ratio (choking) is reached in the second throat or (2) the minimum cell pressure is achieved. The experimental ejector-diffuser limit (Fig. 3) is a result of choking conditions being reached in the second throat.

3.0 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

An experimental investigation of second-throat performance was made in support of the theoretical analysis. The ejector starting and operating characteristics were recorded, and the wall static pressure distributions in the second-throat were measured. Additional information on the effect of cylindrical diffuser diameter and second-throat length on second-throat performance was also obtained.
3.1 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Nine ejector-diffuser configurations were tested during the experimental investigation of second-throat performance. A 10.19-in. cylindrical diffuser with a second throat having a contraction ratio, $A_{st}/A_d = 0.438$, and a 12-deg ramp angle were selected for this investigation on a basis of the starting contraction limitation and second-throat performance reported in Ref. 1. Second-throat diffusers with various throat lengths were tested with four 18-deg conical nozzles whose area ratios varied from 3.63 to 25.0. A description of the nozzles and second-throat diffusers which were tested is given in Table 1.

3.1.1 Test Hardware Description

The nozzles were concentrically located in the cylindrical diffuser with the upstream end of the diffuser attached to a sealed plenum. A typical test configuration is shown in Fig. 4. The nozzles were mounted on a movable section of inlet supply pipe which permitted the nozzle to be translated approximately 9.0 in. along the horizontal centerline of the cylindrical diffuser. The design of the "O"-ring seals in the telescoping sections permitted the nozzle to be positioned during a test without leakage into the cell region. The position of the nozzle with respect to the second throat was indicated by a counter which registered the rotations of the actuating mechanism.

The code designation for the various ejector configurations (both nozzles and diffusers) is included in Table 1. A typical ejector configuration designation would be 4-5d, which indicates an 18-deg conical nozzle with an area ratio of 25.0 exhausting into a 10.19-in. cylindrical diffuser with a second-throat diffuser having a throat length to diameter ratio, $(L/D)_{st} = 8.1$, and a contraction ratio, $A_{st}/A_d = 0.438$.

3.1.2 Instrumentation

The parameters measured during this investigation were: cell pressure, $P_C$; exhaust pressure, $P_{ex}$; nozzle total pressure, $P_T$; static pressures along the second throat and cylindrical diffuser walls, $P_W$; static pressures on the second-throat ramp, $P_R$; and total temperature, $T_T$. Table 2 contains the range of the measured parameters and the type of measuring instrument used for each.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Prior to each test, the nozzle, test cell, and instrumentation lines were pressure checked to minimize the possibility of leakage. A vacuum
check was also made prior to each test to reduce the possibility of instrument leakage.

Inlet air was supplied from the RTF compressors at pressure, $p_t$, as high as 46 psia and at a temperature of approximately $80^\circ F$. The ejectors exhausted into the RTF exhaust machines, which provided pressures as low as 7 mm HgA. An electrically operated throttling valve in the exhaust ducting was used to control the exhaust pressure. The inlet supply pressure was manually controlled by a gate-type valve.

The maximum exhaust pressure, $p_{ex}$, at which the ejector became started was obtained for each configuration at a given nozzle position and total pressure, $p_t$, by decreasing the exhaust pressure until the cell pressure, $p_c$, reached a minimum value. The exhaust pressure was then increased until the ejector again became unstarted (where $p_c$ started to increase) to determine the maximum operating exhaust pressure. This procedure was repeated at various nozzle positions to determine the effect of second-throat location on ejector second-throat diffuser performance.

3.3 DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.3.1 Ejector and Second-Throat Starting Characteristics

A cylindrical ejector-diffuser system has been defined as starting when the expanded free-jet boundary from the nozzle impinges on the diffuser walls such that the cell pressure becomes a minimum value for a given nozzle total pressure and is not affected by reductions in the exhaust pressure (Fig. 1). This same definition can be applied to ejector systems employing second-throat diffusers: however, as discussed in section 2.0, it is possible for the second throat to become started without having the ejector started (cell pressure not minimum). Since this condition occurs only when the optimum second-throat contraction is exceeded (Fig. 3), the starting of an ejector and a second throat can be assumed to be synonymous for an ejector, second-throat diffuser system which is properly designed. The effects of various second-throat parameters on the ejector and second-throat starting characteristics are discussed in the following paragraphs. A complete tabulation of the experimental results is presented in Table 3.

3.3.1.1 Effect of Second-Throat Contraction

One of the most important factors which must be considered during the design of a second-throat diffuser is the contraction ratio. Figure 5
shows a comparison of the maximum second-throat contraction curves presented in Ref. 2 with the experimental data obtained during this investigation and the data previously reported in Ref. 1. The effect of a properly located second throat on minimum cell pressure is relatively insignificant as long as this maximum contraction is not exceeded. Reference 1 shows, however, that the second throat should be designed as close to the maximum contraction as possible for maximum efficiency (maximum $p_{ex}/p_{C}$). The theoretical method for determining this maximum contraction for conical nozzle configurations is presented in section 5.2.

3.3.1.2 Effect of Second-Throat Length and Location

The location of the second-throat not only affects the starting pressure ratio but also can affect cell pressure if improperly located (see Fig. 6). When the second throat is positioned too far upstream, the free jet impinges upon the ramp, causing the cell pressure to increase. When a second throat is positioned too far downstream, the ejector will not start because of the decrease in Mach number entering the second throat. Figure 7 shows the experimental static pressure distribution immediately upstream of the second throat and on the inlet ramp for various second-throat positions. A probable flow model of the gas entering the second-throat diffuser is also shown in Fig. 7 for $x_{st}/D_d = 0.80$.

Figure 8 shows the effect of second-throat position on the ejector starting characteristics for various throat lengths. This figure along with Fig. 9 illustrates the importance of positioning the second throat in some optimum location. This optimum location should be such that free-jet impingement is upstream of the second-throat ramp for second throats of all lengths. However, the exact second-throat position is not as critical for either short $[L/D_{st} \leq 1]$ or long $[L/D_{st} = 8]$ throats as it is for intermediate length second throats as is shown in Fig. 9. It should be realized that the increase in the starting pressure ratio, $p_{ex}/p_{t}$, shown in Fig. 9 at the intermediate throat lengths is due to the subsonic diffuser action downstream of the minimum area section. This would indicate that the most efficient second-throat geometry for an available diffuser length could be an intermediate length second throat with a subsonic diffuser. Further study is required to evaluate this type of diffuser. In the calculation of the starting pressure ratio, the pressures on the ramp of the second throat are of great importance. It is, therefore, important to note in Fig. 10 that the pressure distributions on the ramps of otherwise identical geometric long and short second-throat ejector-diffusers are the same.

Most zero flow ejector systems are operated with the ejector started. However, one method of testing a given rocket motor at
several altitude conditions with one ejector system would be to operate the ejector in the unstarted regions where cell pressure is higher. The feasibility of such an operation would greatly depend upon the stability of the ejector when it is unstarted. Figure 11 indicates that instability may occur in a second-throat diffuser with an intermediate throat length. This characteristic is similar to that reported in Refs. 6 and 7 for cylindrical diffuser systems when the diffuser length was decreased.

3.3.2 Effect of Second Throat on Cell Pressure

Figure 6 shows the variation in ejector performance with and without a second throat. These data and those presented in Ref. 1 indicate that the minimum cell pressure can be influenced by the presence of a second throat even if the impingement point is well upstream of the second-throat ramp. A possible explanation of why a second throat affects minimum cell pressure is given in the Appendix.

4.0 CALCULATION PROCEDURE

The calculation of both short and long second-throat diffuser performance requires the evaluation of Eqs. (3) and (13), respectively. There are various methods and assumptions that can be made to solve for the individual forces in these force balances. In the following discussion, the techniques used to evaluate all the performance data presented in this report are reviewed. These methods are not necessarily the best or most accurate; however, as will be shown by comparison with the experimental data (section 5.0), they do suffice for the vast majority of the conditions. Particular attention will be given to the axial nozzle thrust, the ramp pressure area term, and the short second-throat separation pressure rise since these quantities are at least an order of magnitude greater than the friction and cell pressure force terms.

4.1 NOZZLE THRUST

The axial thrust of the conical nozzles was calculated by assuming a spherical Mach number distribution at the nozzle exit. The effective spherical area ratio of the nozzle may then be related to the geometric (plane) area ratio by

$$\frac{A_{sp}}{A^*} = \left( \frac{2}{1 + \cos \theta_{ne}} \right) \frac{A_{ne}}{A^*}$$

(15)
where

\( \theta_{ne} \) is the nozzle exit half angle. The gas is then assumed to expand isentropically from the plane throat area to the spherical exit area. The axial nozzle thrust may then be determined from

\[
F_{nx} = A_{ne} p_{sp} (1 + \gamma M_{sp}^2)
\]

where the pressure and Mach number are based on the spherical area ratio and the nozzle exit area is the plane area. A complete derivation of this method may be found in Ref. 8.

4.2 RAMP PRESSURE AND RAMP FRICTION

The most difficult terms to evaluate in the second-throat momentum balance are the pressure area and friction forces on the second-throat ramp. As mentioned previously, the pressure area term is considerably larger than the friction term; therefore, it is the most critical. Various unsuccessful methods were tried, including a rigorous characteristic network, before the following simplified method proved satisfactory. This method assumes that the gas expands isentropically from the nozzle throat to the diffuser duct diameter with the mean gas expansion angle \( \theta_m \) being determined by the following geometric equation (see Fig. 12):

\[
\theta_m = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{r_m}{x_n + x_{st} + x_m} \right)
\]

or

\[
\theta_m = \tan^{-1} \left[ \frac{\sqrt{A_{st}}}{A_d} + 1 \right] \left[ \frac{2 \sqrt{2} \left( \frac{x_n}{D_d} + \frac{x_{st}}{D_d} \right) + \sqrt{2} - \sqrt{\frac{A_{st}}{A_d} + 1}}{\tan \theta_{st}} \right]
\]

The gas is then assumed to turn parallel to the second-throat ramp through a single oblique shock. The one-dimensional Mach number (isentropic function of \( A_d/A* \) and \( \gamma \)) and the gas total turning angle \( \theta_t \) (mean gas expansion angle plus ramp angle) are then used to obtain the conditions on the second-throat ramp from two-dimensional oblique shock considerations.

In Figs. 13a, b, and c the results of this method are compared with experimental pressure coefficients measured from three nozzle second throat configurations, each at three second-throat locations, \( x_{st} \).
The ramp pressure integral from Eq. (3) may now be evaluated by assuming that $p_R$ is independent of radius, $r$.

$$2 \pi \int_{r_{st}}^{r_d} p_R r dr = p_R \pi (r_d^2 - r_{st}^2)$$

(18)

The ramp friction term may also be evaluated by using the pressure and Mach number obtained downstream of this single oblique shock.

$$f_{Rx} = \cos \theta_{st} \frac{\gamma C_f}{2} p_R M_R^2 A_R$$

(19)

or

$$f_{Rx} = \frac{\gamma C_f}{2} p_R M_R^2 \pi (r_d^2 - r_{st}^2) \cot \theta_{st}$$

(19a)

For all calculations made in this report, a constant friction coefficient, $C_f$, of 0.003 is assumed.

### 4.3 CELL PRESSURE AND DUCT FRICTION

The cell pressure area term was estimated by assuming that the gas expands isentropically from the nozzle throat to the duct area. Cell pressure is then assumed to be equal to the static pressure of the flow field at the duct wall. This method may be considerably in error; however, because of the relatively small magnitude of this term, the overall accuracy of the force balance is not impaired.

If the second throat is located at or near its optimum position, the duct friction term will be very small. If, for some reason, the second throat must be located considerably downstream from its optimum location, the duct friction loss may become significant. The duct friction was estimated by assuming a constant Mach number, static pressure, and friction coefficient ($C_f = 0.003$) from the free-jet impingement point to the inlet to the second-throat ramp. The Mach number and static pressure at the duct wall were estimated by assuming that the gas turns parallel to the wall from the free-jet boundary through a single oblique shock. The free-jet impingement angle (gas turning angle) and location were calculated using the method described in Ref. 9, by assuming the same value of cell pressure used to calculate the cell pressure area force term. The Mach number upstream of the oblique shock was assumed to be the one-dimensional duct Mach number $M_d$ (function of
A duct friction was then determined from

\[ f_d = \pi \gamma C_f p_w M_w^2 r_d (x_{st} - x_l) \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

where the pressure and Mach number are those downstream of an oblique shock.

### 4.4 Separation Pressure Ratio

The boundary layer free shock separation pressure ratio, \( p_s / p_2 \), for the short second-throat calculations was determined using the method suggested in Ref. 4. This method was used to calculate the static pressure rise ratio for various values of the ratio of specific heats as a function of upstream Mach number (see Fig. 14). Separation pressure was measured for eight ejector start points, compared with the calculated values, and found to have an average deviation of about 7.5 percent.

### 5.0 Experimental Verification of Theory

The value of this theoretical method depends upon its agreement with experimental results. For this reason, the cold flow data from Ref. 1 and the hot flow data from Ref. 10 were compared with the theory along with the results obtained during this experimental investigation.

### 5.1 Starting Pressure Ratio

#### 5.1.1 Short Second Throats

In Figs. 15 a-f the experimental ejector starting pressure ratios are compared with the theoretical method discussed in section 2.1. The theoretical values were calculated using the techniques outlined in sections 4.1.1 through 4.1.3. Sixteen nozzle second-throat combinations, each at four second-throat locations, were evaluated. Good agreement is obtained for all configurations except for 1-4a (Fig. 15e) taken from Ref. 1. It was pointed out in this reference that for this configuration the flow probably separated upstream of the second-throat ramp, producing a smaller ramp pressure area term. Excluding configuration 1-4a the remaining 59 points had a bias deviation\(^{\dagger}\) of -0.66 percent.

\[ \text{Bias Deviation} = \frac{\sum_i^{\eta} \% \text{ Deviation}}{\eta} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{where } \eta = \text{number of configurations.}

\(^{\dagger}\) Bias Deviation
and a maximum deviation of from -10.2 to +9.2 percent with a most probable deviation\(^\dagger\) for a single calculation of 2.8 percent.

5.1.2 Long Second Throats

5.1.2.1 Cold Flow

The long second-throat theory (section 2.2) is compared with experimental start points for 5 nozzle second-throat combinations in Figs. 16a and b. Unfortunately the experimental start pressures used for Fig. 16a were measured downstream of the second-throat exit. The closed symbols in this figure were calculated by assuming that the gas expanded subsonically from the second-throat exit and filled the concentric duct. The data in Fig. 16a indicate that the gas actually expanded to a diameter somewhere between the second-throat exit and the concentric duct diameter. The long second-throat theory deviated from the experimental data used for Fig. 16b by an average of 4.4 percent.

5.1.2.2 Hot Flow Correlation

The experimental results obtained from Ref. 10 for \(\gamma = 1.3\) and 1.22 are compared with the long and short second-throat theories in Figs. 17a and b. This limited comparison indicates that the starting pressure ratio for hot flow STED systems can be calculated to within 10 percent for throat lengths greater than \((L/D)_{st} = 8\). No hot flow experimental results were available for comparison at throat lengths, \((L/D)_{st} < 1.0\).

5.1.2.3 Cylindrical Diffuser Performance

The long second-throat theory may also be used to calculate cylindrical duct diffuser performance. The cylindrical diffuser starting pressure ratio may be calculated by using Eq. (13) where the force summation is nozzle exit thrust plus the cell-pressure-area term. This was done for six configurations and compared with the experimental values (Fig. 18). The theory deviated from the experimental data by an average of 0.63 percent with a maximum deviation of 1.69 percent.

5.1.3 Intermediate Length Second Throats

The methods which have been developed for calculating the ejector starting pressure ratio cannot be applied directly to second-throat

\[\text{\dagger Most Probable Deviation} = \frac{\sum |\% \text{ Deviation}|}{\eta} \times 0.8453\]
diffusers having intermediate throat lengths \([1.0 < (L/D)_{st} \leq 5.0]\).

Figure 19 shows an empirical correction which could be applied to the long throat theory to calculate the intermediate length second-throat starting pressure ratios for the one configuration investigated. The minimum second-throat length at which the long throat theory can be applied appears to be a function of the nozzle contour and exit angle. The starting pressure ratio for the 18-deg conical nozzle begins to decrease at \((L/D)_{st} = 4\) as shown in Fig. 19. For the 12.8-deg con­tour nozzles (Figs. 17a and b), the decrease begins at a throat length of approximately \((L/D)_{st} = 6\) to 8. This trend should be considered as preliminary until more information is obtained.

5.2 SECOND-THROAT GEOMETRIC LIMITS

The experimental second-throat contraction limit (Fig. 3) may be estimated from a force balance. This was done for short and long second-throats by solving Eqs. (3) and (13), respectively. At the choking condition, the right hand side of Eqs. (3) and (13) are equal to 1.85 and 1.90 for a ratio of specific heats of 1.4 (Figs. 2a and b). To facilitate the solution of these equations, the nozzle thrust and cell pressure area force are summed together as a function of the one-dimensional duct Mach number and static pressure (isentropic function of \(A_d/A^*\) and \(\gamma\)). The duct and ramp friction terms were not considered because they are both very small compared with the other terms. The ramp pressure area term was estimated by assuming that the gas turned through an angle of 35 deg through a single oblique shock (see discussion section 4.1.2). The results of this exercise are compared with the experimentally determined ejector limit curve in Fig. 3 and found to agree fairly well considering the simplicity of the calculation.

The force-to-mass flow ratio (Eq. 3) was calculated for 21 short second-throat ejector configurations. These calculations were made by assuming that the nozzle was at or near its optimum location \((x_{st}/D_d)\) and that the cell pressure contribution to force was zero. This was plotted (Fig. 20) versus the ratio of the geometric area of the second throat to the minimum second-throat area allowable according to the empirical limit (Ref. 2). Figure 20 shows that only one configuration violated both the empirical and theoretical ejector starting limit. Careful analysis of the pressure data taken with this configuration (Ref. 1) suggests that, probably, the minimum cell pressure was not achieved because of a cell leak. Two additional configurations violated the theoretical ejector starting limit by not reaching minimum cell pressure. The one geometric factor uniquely common to both these configurations is a nozzle exit diameter larger than the second-throat diameter. This
may indicate a limit of applicability of the simplified ramp pressure method discussed in section 4.2.

It was pointed out in section 2.3 that if the nozzle is located sufficiently close to the second throat, the normal shock starting limit is automatically averted. A theoretical analysis of just how close the nozzle must be to the second throat is at best difficult; therefore, an empirical analysis was made. Figure 21 presents the start points farthest downstream for both long and short second throats versus the geometric second-throat area ratioed to the empirical minimum second-throat area (Fig. 3). As may be seen from the figure, the second-throat location becomes quite critical as the second-throat area approaches the optimum value. As expected, no maximum downstream start location was found for the three configurations which did not exceed the normal shock contraction limit.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are made from this investigation of second-throat, ejector-diffuser operation:

1. A method was developed for calculating long and short second-throat diffuser performance, which gives good agreement with experimental results.

2. The starting pressure ratio of 59 short second-throat ejector-diffuser configurations was calculated and found to deviate from the experimental starting pressure ratio by an average of 3.3 percent.

3. The starting pressure ratio of 12 long second-throat ejector-diffuser configurations was calculated and found to deviate from the experimental starting pressure ratio by an average of 4.4 percent.

4. The method developed for determining second-throat diffuser performance may also be applied to hot flow configurations.

5. The method developed for calculating the starting pressure ratio of long second-throat diffusers was used to calculate the starting pressure ratio of 6 cylindrical diffusers with the results deviating from the experimental data by an average of 0.6 percent.
6. The wind tunnel normal shock starting limit does not apply to the second-throat ejector-diffuser starting contraction when the second-throat is located at or near its optimum position.

7. The second-throat ejector-diffuser contraction is limited by choking conditions in the minimum area of the second-throat and may be estimated by a force balance.

8. The location of the second throat becomes more critical at the intermediate throat lengths. The optimum second-throat location for the intermediate lengths is immediately downstream of free-jet impingement.

9. There is a strong possibility that ejector instability will be encountered when an intermediate length second-throat ejector-diffuser is operated unstarted.
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APPENDIX

AN ANALYSIS OF THE INFLUENCES
OF SECOND-THROAT DIFFUSERS ON MINIMUM CELL PRESSURES

According to Crocco in Ref. 11, it is possible for the "dead water" region (or cell region) not to be isolated from downstream effects. Schlieren pictures in Ref. 11 show clearly that shocks in the region of free-jet impingement do not reach the wall. Crocco points out that this is because of the presence of subsonic flows in the boundary layer along the diffuser wall and in the zone where the jet mixes with the gases recirculating in the cell region. Crocco further states that these subsonic regions are thin, and if their longitudinal extent is sufficient, a disturbance downstream would influence the pressure in the cell region. A disturbance by a second throat could cause either an increase or a decrease in cell pressure if the mixing zone is initially laminar; however, if the mixing zone is initially turbulent, only an increase in cell pressure would be anticipated.

The increase in cell pressure can be explained when the mixing zone is initially laminar by considering a relation of the mass flows entrained and rejected in the cell region with the pressure differential, \( p_i - p_c \), discussed in Refs. 12 and 13. When the point of transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the subsonic region is downstream of impingement as shown in the following illustration, an initial increase in \( p_i - p_c \) results in a temporary increase in the mass flow rejected into the cell region. This causes an increase in cell pressure to establish equilibrium.
An increase in cell pressure will also occur when the peak static pressure, $p_i$, at the jet impingement point is increased because of an increase in the gas turning angle as a result of a downstream disturbance.

When the point of transition from laminar to turbulent flow moves upstream of free-jet impingement, turbulence moves upstream into the lower velocity portion of the mixing layer. If it is assumed that the mixing zone is laminar, this increases the velocity between the dividing streamline and the outer edge of the mixing zone such that the dividing streamline must move downstream of the stagnating streamline to satisfy continuity relations (see Ref. 12). Initially, this causes only a slight increase in the mass flow entrained since the length of the mixing layer along the dividing streamline is not decreased appreciably. However, the rejected mass flow would be decreased because of the turbulence which energizes the fluid particles in the low velocity portion of the mixing layer and enables more of them to overcome the pressure rise through the impingement zone. Thus, the amount of gas reversed is reduced for a given $p_i - p_c$, when the transition point moves upstream of jet impingement, and cell pressure must decrease to establish equilibrium, with a resulting decrease in the entrained mass flow. Although the manner in which transition is influenced by a second throat is not understood, the effect of transition on cell pressure provides an explanation of the decrease in cell pressure noted in Ref. 1 for the low Reynolds number data.
TABLE 1
DESCRIPTION OF COLD FLOW NOZZLES AND SECOND THROATS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle Dimensions</th>
<th>Ane/A*</th>
<th>A*, in. 2</th>
<th>Dne, in.</th>
<th>θne, deg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Config. Code</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1†</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>3.799</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b†</td>
<td>10.85</td>
<td>1.251</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4†</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5†</td>
<td>23.68</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>18.57</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second-Throat Dimensions</th>
<th>Ast/Ad</th>
<th>θst, deg</th>
<th>Ad, in. 2</th>
<th>(L/D)st</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Config. Code</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a†</td>
<td>.654</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28.463</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a†</td>
<td>.800</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28.463</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b†</td>
<td>.568</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28.463</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a†</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28.463</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b†</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28.463</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c†</td>
<td>.398</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28.463</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a†</td>
<td>.654</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28.463</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a</td>
<td>.438</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>81.553</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b</td>
<td>.438</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>81.553</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5c</td>
<td>.438</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>81.553</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5d</td>
<td>.438</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>81.553</td>
<td>8.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Same code as Ref. 1

Approximately 9 x Dd
### TABLE 2

**DESCRIPTION OF MEASURING INSTRUMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Measured</th>
<th>Range Measured</th>
<th>Measuring Instrument</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_c$</td>
<td>0.2 to 5 mm HgA, 5 to 50 mm HgA</td>
<td>McLeod (with nitrogen cold trap)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Diaphragm-Activated Dial Gage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{ex}$, $p_{st}$, and $p_s$</td>
<td>7 to 50 mm HgA, 1 to 10 psia</td>
<td>Diaphragm-Activated Dial Gage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Diaphragm-Activated Dial Gage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_t$</td>
<td>1 to 46 psia</td>
<td>Diaphragm-Activated Dial Gage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_w$ or $p_R$</td>
<td>0.1 to 90 in. Oil</td>
<td>Manometer (silicone oil - sp. gr. = 1.092 at 80°F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_t$</td>
<td>70 to 100°F</td>
<td>Copper Constantan Thermocouple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Config. Code</td>
<td>(L/D)st</td>
<td>xst/D_d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5d</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>0.6716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5d</td>
<td>1.3912</td>
<td>0.6716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5d</td>
<td>0.6716</td>
<td>45.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5d</td>
<td>0.7936</td>
<td>45.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5d</td>
<td>0.6575</td>
<td>45.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5d</td>
<td>0.6575</td>
<td>45.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5d</td>
<td>8.0915</td>
<td>44.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5d</td>
<td>1.0079</td>
<td>44.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5d</td>
<td>1.074</td>
<td>45.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5d</td>
<td>0.6791</td>
<td>44.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5d</td>
<td>0.8918</td>
<td>44.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5d</td>
<td>0.9244</td>
<td>44.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5d</td>
<td>1.0471</td>
<td>44.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5d</td>
<td>1.1698</td>
<td>44.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5d</td>
<td>1.290</td>
<td>44.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5d</td>
<td>1.3538</td>
<td>44.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-5d</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>44.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-5d</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>45.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-5d</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>45.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-5d</td>
<td>1.043</td>
<td>44.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-5d</td>
<td>1.167</td>
<td>44.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-5d</td>
<td>1.291</td>
<td>44.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5c</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5c</td>
<td>0.622</td>
<td>44.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5c</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>44.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5c</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>44.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5c</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>44.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 PST is measured in the second throat at the end of the minimum area section.
2 P ex is measured downstream of the second throat in the 30-in. -diam duct.
3 P_c is measured immediately downstream of the minimum area section in the 10-in. diffuser.
### TABLE 3 (Concluded)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config. Code</th>
<th>(L/ D)$_{st}$</th>
<th>x$<em>{st}$/D$</em>{d}$</th>
<th>P$_c$/Pt</th>
<th>P$_{pa}$/Pt</th>
<th>P$_{st}$/Pt</th>
<th>P$_{st}$/Pt$^*$</th>
<th>P$_{st}$/Pt</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-5c</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>44.33</td>
<td>0.01623</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Ejector intentionally unstarted for P$_{ex}$ traverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3-5c</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.00552</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Ejector started</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3-5b</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.00552</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Ejector intentionally unstarted for P$_{ex}$ traverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3-5b</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.00552</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Ejector started</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3-5a</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.00559</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Ejector would not start</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Remarks**

- Ejector intentionally unstarted for P$_{ex}$ traverse
- Ejector started
- Ejector intentionally unstarted for P$_{ex}$ traverse
- Ejector started
- P$_c$ increased
- Ejector would not start

---

1. P$_{st}$ is measured in the second throat at the end of the minimum area section.
2. P$_{ex}$ is measured downstream of the second throat in the 30-in. diam duct.
3. P$_s$ is measured immediately downstream of the minimum area section in the 10-in. diffuser.
Fig. 1 Typical Ejector System Starting Phenomena for Constant Nozzle Total Pressure
\[ \frac{\Sigma F}{\dot{m} \sqrt{RT_t}} = \frac{2\gamma - 2C_f \frac{L}{D}}{\sqrt{\gamma - 1 \left( M_a - M_2 \right)}} \]

\[ X \left[ \frac{\sqrt{\gamma - 1 + M_3^2}}{1 + \gamma M_3^2} - \frac{2}{\gamma - 1 + M_3^2} \right] \]

\[ + \frac{1 + \gamma M_3^2}{M_3 \sqrt{\gamma \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M_3^2 \right)}} \]

\[ \gamma = 1.4 \]

\[ C_f = 0.003 \]

\[ \frac{L}{D} = 8.0 \]

(with Friction)

\[ \gamma = 1.1 \]

\[ 1.2 \]
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\[ \frac{\Sigma F}{\dot{m} \sqrt{RT_t}} = \frac{1 + \gamma M_3^2}{M_3 \sqrt{\gamma \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M_3^2 \right)}} \]

\[ \gamma = 1.1 \]
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Fig. 3 Comparison of Second-Throat Starting Limits
Telescoping Section

3-in. Gate Valve

Actuating Mechanism of Movable Nozzle System

Wall Static Pressure Taps

Sealed Plenum Chamber

Fig. 4 Typical Ejector Second-Throat Diffuser Test Configuration
Fig. 5 Comparison of Experimental Second-Throat Starting Performance with the Empirical Starting Limit
Fig. 6 Ejector-Diffuser Performance for Various Second-Throat Positions
Fig. 7 Experimental Static Pressure Distribution along Cylindrical Diffuser and Second-Throat Ramp for Various Second-Throat Positions

Configuration 3-5d

$P_t = 45$ psia
Solid lines correspond to flow model ($x_{st}/D_d = 0.80$).
Dashed lines indicate experimental data for other second throat positions.
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Fig. 8 Variation of Ejector Starting Pressure Ratio with Second-Throat Positions for Various Throat Lengths
Fig. 9 Effect of Second-Throat Length on Ejector Starting Pressure Ratio for Various Second-Throat Positions
Fig. 10 Wall Static Pressure Distribution Comparison for Long and Short Second-Throat Lengths
\[ \theta_m = \tan^{-1}\left( \frac{r_m}{x_n + x_{st} + x_m} \right) \]

\[ \theta_t = \theta_{st} + \theta_m \]

Fig. 12 Schematic of the Geometry for the Mean Gas Expansion Angle Equation
a. Configurations 3-5a and 3-5d

Fig. 13 Comparison of Experimental and Empirical Ramp Pressure Coefficients
b. Configurations 8-5a and 8-5d

Fig. 13 Continued
c. Configurations 4-5a and 4-5d

Fig. 13 Concluded
Fig. 14 Free, Shock-Separation Pressure Ratio
Fig. 15 Comparison of Calculated Starting Pressure Ratio with Experimental Results for Short Second Throats

- 1
- 3
- 4

D_d = 6.02 in.

A_{st} = 0.654

\theta_{st} = 6^\circ

a. Configurations 1-1a, 3-1a and 4-1a
Sym Nozzle

\[ \frac{p_{ex}/p_t}{pt_{exp}} = 1 \]

\[ \frac{p_{ex}/p_t}{pt_{cal}} = 1 \]

\[ D_d = 6.02 \text{ in.} \]

\[ A_{st}/A_d = 0.80 \]

\[ \theta_{st} = 12^\circ \]

b. Configurations 1-2a, 3-2a and 4-2a

Fig. 15 Continued
c. Configurations 1-2b, 3-2b and 4-2b

Fig. 15 Continued
$\frac{p_{ex}/p_t}{(p_{ex}/p_t)_{cal}}$ vs $x_{st}/D_d$

**Sym Nozzle**

- □ 3
- △ 4

- $D_d = 6.02$ in.
- $\frac{A_{st}}{A_d} = 0.50$
- $\theta_{st} = 12^\circ$

**Fig. 15 Continued**

*d. Configurations 3-3a and 4-3a*
e. Configurations 1-4a, 3-4a and 4-4a

Fig. 15 Continued
Fig. 15 Concluded

f. Configurations 3-5a and 4-5a
Fig. 16 Comparison of Calculated Starting Pressure Ratios with Experimental Results for Long Second Throats
Fig. 16 Concluded
Fig. 17 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Ejector Second-Throat Starting Pressure Ratio for Hot Flow
Fig. 17 Concluded
Fig. 18 Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Starting Pressure Ratios for Cylindrical Diffusers, \((L/D)_d = 9\)
Fig. 19 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Starting Pressure Ratios for Various Second-Throat Lengths
Fig. 20 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Short Second-Throat Contraction Limit
Fig. 21 Experimental Downstream Starting Limit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sym</th>
<th>Nozzle</th>
<th>$A_d/A^*$</th>
<th>$M_d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>3.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>△</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>5.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Open Symbols: No Downstream Starting Limit Determined
Closed Symbols: $(x_{st}/D_d)_{min}$ Where Ejector Would Not Start
Flagged Symbols: $(L/D)_{st} = 8.0$
Unflagged Symbols: $(L/D)_{st} < 1.0$

Normal Shock Starting Limits

Region Where Ejector Would Not Start
(Function of $M_d$)

Region Where Ejector Is Started
(Imprintment Zone)